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ABSTRACT
This study is concerned with the accurate modelling of the transla-
tional behavior of a drag-free satellite in an almost circular near-
earth orbit. Specifically, all of the short period and long period posi-
tion fluctuations in the satellite's coordinates down to one meter in
amplitude are determined. Considered in the equations of motion are the
general zonal and tesseral harmonic effects as well as the lunar and solar
effects. The results of the study will allow the efficient evaluation
of information about the gravity field from special low altitude small
eccentricity orbits selected for drag-free operation.
A non-canonical approach is followed. A mean orbital plane is chosen
in such a way that no short period out-of-plane fluctuations greater than
second order occur. This frame of reference undergoes long period changes
in inclination and nodal position. The short period radial and cross-
track fluctuations are computed as a function of position along the orbit.
The in-track fluctuations are determined by the solution of the time
equation. These fluctuations are derived from Lagrange's Planetary
Equations.
The long period and secular rates of the mean elements which define
the slowly varying plane of reference are determined to third order in
the small quantities. Therefore retained in these long period equations
3
are terms involving J as well as the coupling between J and the
£t £
general zonal harmonic coefficient J and the interaction between J
,& ^
and the lunar-solar effects. The mean eccentricity is assumed to be a
first order small quantity.
The equations of motion are integrated analytically away from criti-
cal inclination and tesseral resonance. The resonant situation of a sun-
»•
synchronous orbit is discussed as a special case.
Also considered in this research is the long-period behavior of a
lunar orbiter. Of special interest are the effects due to the inclina-
tion of the earth's apparent orbit about the moon and those effects de-
scribed by the laws of Cassini on the equations of motion. Both resonant
111
and non-resonant low orbits -are 'Cpnsidered. Here the lunar gravity -field
dominates the earth perturbation. The near polar orbits are taken as an
example of resonance. Long^-term 'Stable positions for the orbit plane are
found. The higher .orbits are also discussed. An .analytical solution is
presented that is valid for an initially *near circular orbit. This solu-
tion giv.es the .orbital lifetime for an unstable orbit,. The Hamiltonian
formalism is .used for the lunar orbiter studies.
iv
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NOMENCLATURE
Definition
semi-major axis
constant
constant
constant
earth gravity coefficient
constant
true anomaly
disturbing function
see Eq. (3.28)
perigee position
2 1/2L(l-e ) , conjugate to g
critical value of G
angular momentum, also position of ascending node
G cos i , conjugate to h
Hamiltonian
inclination
inclination of terrestrial path
inclination of lunar path with respect to equator
inclination of solar path
zonal harmonic
tesseral harmonic
constant
vii
K constant
K. constant
& mean anomaly
-0jyj mean motion of moon
•#g - mean motion of sun
1/2L
 (|_La) , conjugate to £
£ Lagrangian
^ mean anomaly
n mean orbital rate
HE mean earth rate
n« mean solar rate
2
P a(1-e ) , semi-latus rectum (Chapter VI), also
short period portion of angular momentum h
q short period part of the radial fluctuation p
TM semi-major axis of moon's orbit
P
P perigee height, equal to a (1-e)
Fg semi-major axis of earth's orbit
R radius of earth
R earth component of disturbing function
HM lunar component of disturbing function
RS solar component of disturbing function
S generating function
S. components of S
S. earth gravity coefficient
-t/m
U M-KD
U* f-HD
Vlll
a. constanti
P in-track fluctuation
& latitude
e eccentricity of satellite's orbit
eor,T_, critical value of eccentricityOKI 1
eM eccentricity of moon's orbit
e eccentricity of earth's orbit
o
I e cos CD
T) e sin CD
9 Greenwich mean sidereal time, to t
£j O
0 conjugate to earth coordinate 0p
|i mass parameter of earth
M mass parameter of moon
M
p. mass parameter of sunS
p 1/r
a cross-track fluctuation
T "angular momentum variable"
cp longitude
" r
Cp phase angle, constant for, a particular J.
\|r constant = 0° for H-m even, 90° for £-m odd
T} ? nodal position of satellite ,
Q, nodal position of lunar orbit with respect to the
M
earth
CD argument of pericenter
u^ argument, of pericenter of moon's orbit
o> earth rotation rate
o
Oi0 argument of pericenter of earth's orbito
' denotes differentiation with respect to Q ; in
Chapter VI denotes average with respect to Q
.h
denotes average with respect to g and h
denotes Petty mean variable
denotes Petty variable with long, period second
order fluctuations involving i and h removed
denotes average of Hamiltonian. with respect to
earth angle 6
£i
$$ denotes average of Hamiltonian with respect to
g and h
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
A. Introductory Remarks and Statement of the Problem
Observations of artificial satellites during the past decade have
increased man's knowledge of the dynamical shape of the earth manyfold.
The effect of the earth's non-uniform gravitational field on the motion
of near-earth satellites is so noticeable that even early observations
of the first earth satellites gave evidence that the earth's flattening
is smaller than estimated earlier. As early as 1959 evidence was obtained
that indicated the earth to be pear-shaped.
At present the earth's gravity field is modelled to at least 10 g.
The leading zonal harmonic J is known to four significant figures and
the more dominant higher zonal and tesseral harmonic coefficients are
known to an accuracy of 10 to 20 per cent. However, little is known
about the coefficients J beyond degree I, = 15 ./&m
Present techniques encounter two difficulties. Firstly, due to air
drag, it is necessary to place the geodetic satellite very high where it
becomes insensitive to the higher degree harmonics. If it were placed
at a lower altitude, the unpredictable effects of atmospheric drag would
seriously interfere with the effects of the weaker gravitational anom-
alies. Secondly, only ground tracking is available at the present time.
Thus, except for relatively high orbits, continuous tracking is available
over relatively short arcs.
Within several years these difficulties will be circumvented. First
a drag-free geodetic satellite may be placed into orbit. It will contain
a translational control system that will cause the satellite to follow a
purely gravitational orbit to an accuracy of 10 g. It will thus be
possible to place the satellite in a lower orbit (about 500 km altitude
or significantly lower with a shorter lifetime) where it will be sensi-
tive to the higher gravitational harmonics and also be free from the ef-
fects of air drag and solar radiation pressure. Secondly, satellite-to-
satellite Doppler tracking may soon be available. It will then be pos-
sible to track the satellite continuously over long arcs. Therefore,
short period fluctuations will be observed directly in addition to the
long period behavior.
The purpose of this investigation is to obtain a completely analyti-
cal expression for all of the short period and long period position fluc-
tuations down to an amplitude of one meter. The theory will include the
effects of the general zonal and tesseral harmonic term in the earth's
gravity field as well as the lunar and solar effects. The general for-
mulae are valid away from tesseral resonance and critical inclination.
As a sun-synchronous orbit is a possibility for the orbit of a drag-free
satellite, this resonant orbit will be discussed separately.
Also considered in this research is the long term behavior of a
lunar orbiter. Resonant and non-resonant low orbiters are considered as
well as the higher orbiters. The reader is referred to the introductory
remarks of Chapter VI for a more detailed discussion.
B. Previous Contributions
A comprehensive list of all previous papers dealing with earth
orbiters would be impractical to produce here. However, some of the more
important papers applicable to satellite geodesy will be mentioned.
Roberson •* has shown that the motion of a near satellite around an
oblate earth may be described to first order by introducing a slowly
rotating frame of reference by choosing a mean orbital plane having
constant inclination and rotating slowly with constant angular velocity
about the polar axis. The angular frame of reference within this plane
also rotates slowly with constant angular velocity. With respect to this
frame, the motion differs from Keplerian motion only by perturbations
which are periodic including a small out-of-plane periodic motion. Petty
[2 1
and Breakwell J extended Roberson1 s method to second order and included
the earth's "pearness," J_ , and J , as well as the dominant oblate-
«J 4
ness in their analysis.
Kozai J, by using the von Zeipel method, has computed the periodic
terms to second order and the secular rates to third order. J was
, £t
taken as first order, J and J as second order, and Jc ,<!.,, J_,J_
o 4 5 6 7 8
as well as the lunar-solar effects were assumed to be third order perturb-
ing effects.
[4]
Deprit has applied Lie transforms to artificial satellite theory.
His solution involved an extensive expansion in powers of eccentricity.
The short period periodic terms were carried to third order in J and
the secular rates to fourth order in J . However, only J was car-
£t ^
ried in his disturbing function.
C. Contributions of This Research
In Chapter II the disturbing function is expanded to the second
power of the eccentricity in variables convenient for use in the investi-
gation of near circular orbits. Also, a new method of describing the
orbit, as suggested by Roberson , has been developed that is advan-
tageous for use with the drag-free geodetic satellite. This description
along with the expanded form of the disturbing function is used to derive
the second order short period rates and the third order long period and
secular rates of the orbital elements. Included in these rates is the
interaction between J and the higher zonals as well as the coupling
between J and the lunar and solar effects.
The short period and long period equations of motion are solved
analytically for small eccentricity away from critical inclination and
tesseral resonance.
In Chapter VI an analytical solution is given for the long period
behavior of a near lunar orbiter that is developed to be valid away from
resonance. A method is presented for introducing the effects described
by the laws of Cassini into the equations of motion. These effects are
isolated and shown to introduce long-term stable oscillations in the orbit
plane for a class of low polar orbiters. An analytical solution is also
presented valid for a class of initially near circular orbits for any
height. An expression is given for the orbital lifetime valid for an
unstable orbit, i.e., the case when the orbit evolves in such a way that
the perilune height becomes smaller than the lunar radius.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMEK
Chapter II
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
A. The Drag-Free Satellite
The term "drag-free satellite" will refer to a small spherical
proof mass inside of a completely enclosed cavity in a larger satellite.
A schematic of this satellite is shown in Fig. 2.1. The outer satellite
has a translational control system to enable it to follow the proof mass
in such a way that the two never touch. Then, ideally, apart from small
disturbing forces such as stray magnetic and electrostatic fields and the
outer satellite's own gravity field, the shielded and unsupported proof
mass can be expected to follow a purely gravitational orbit to an accu-
racy of 10 g.
B. Disturbing Forces
A study of the evolution of the orbit of a near-earth satellite
valid for geodetic purposes requires that one account for all the dis-
turbing forces that are likely to affect its motion. The zero order
force is the central inverse square portion of the earth's field. The
first order disturbing force includes only the leading zonal harmonic
J . It is appropriate to note that if a second order theory is to be
2
presented, the effects involving J must be included. The second order
disturbing forces are assumed to include all the remaining zonal and tes-
seral harmonics plus the lunar-solar forces.
The third order effects involve less-well-understood physical
phenomena. These include ocean and land tides (physical deformation of
the solid portion of the earth due to lunar-solar gravitational forces),
polar wandering, parallax effects of the lunar gravitational force, etc.
As most of these third order effects (except the last) are not accurately
known, their effects can at most be qualitatively described and will not
be considered in this paper. For a discussion of the effects of tidal
[6]
forces on satellite motion, the reader is referred to papers by Kozai
and Kaula .
0)
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A second order theory will be presented here. The short period
terms are given to second order. The solution will be valid for an ex-
3
tended period of time (e.g., 10 rev), if the long period and secular
rates are computed to third order in the small quantities, i.e., J0,e ,
£*
etc.
C. Choice of Variables
Since only near circular orbits are considered, the use of Keplerian
variables is undesirable. This is especially true in the case of M and
CD , both of which lose their definition near e = 0 . A more suitable
set is a,i,| ,T),ft,u where 6 = € cos CD , T] = e sin CD , and u = M+CD .
The usual meaning is given to a,i,fl . In the case of near zero inclina-
tions, another variable change is in order. However, an equatorial orbit
is of limited use for geodetic purposes and will not be considered in
this report.
D. The Disturbing Function
The term "Disturbing Function" will refer to that portion of the
negative of the total energy that differs from the inverse square part.
For a satellite in an earth orbit it may be expressed as follows:
R (2.1)
where R_ is the terrestrial component of the disturbing function, and
.L
R and R_, denote the portion due to the moon and sun respectively.M S
They are expressed first as
R =E r
£,=2 m=0
8)cos mftp-cpY
 ^
(2.2)
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For convenience J will be denoted as J . Note that in thisJLo £
convention J is negative, i.e., J S -1.082 X 10~" . Equation
(2.1) will be expanded in powers of the eccentricity. The eccentricity
functions Q. (e) •" that would normally appear are thus avoided. In
terms of the orbital elements, R is expanded to second order in e
and is expressed in terms of £ and f\ as
where
Q
Q
Qj,
Q,
4,P,-l
(!**-")
and
f O (jS-rn) even .t/2 U-m) odd
The inclination function F. (i) is given by Allan:
=
2p
X cos
X sin
.
f |j (2.7)
Next consider the lunar contribution to the disturbing function R ,
The direction to the satellite expressed in terms of the orbital elements
is
(2.8)
"cos(U-0 )cos u1 - sin(0-ft )cos i sin u'
in(&-ft )cos uf + cos(ft-ft )cos i sin u'
sin i sin u'
where u1 = cw-f , and f is the true anomaly. Eq. (2.4) becomes
^Mr _
R., = -=-=- 7 R (i,I ,cos[(2-2p)u' + m(0-fl ) + M9 ] . (2.9)M . 3 £ m J p m n M ) M M2r.. pmn vM
R is expressed in terms of u by the relations
f = M + 2e sin M + - £sin 2M (2.10)
r ...
2
a(l-e )
- ^1+e cos u
R is next expanded to second order in e and
in terms of the non-singular variables £>T]> and u .
and expressed
10
R
M = 3/2 Z £ Enq
where
and where
X C
(2-2p) ,m,n,q
C
ft
L2
(2-2p+l),m,niq + ^  S(2-2p+l) ,m,n,q]
C(2-2p-l),m,n,q " *» S(2-2p-l) ,m,n,q
(2-2p),m,n,q
2. _
(2-2p42),m,n,q
'(2-2p+2),m,n,qj
.m.n.qj /(2-2P-2)
(2-2p-2),m,n,q
(2.12)
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P = 0,1
ro = -2,-l,0,+l,+2
n = -2,0,1-2
q = -2,-l,0,+l,+2
- T
2 2A = 1 - 2n e»i •
The solar portion of
 P is given by the sarae
r,, -» rM
0)
M s
Ju ~* JM s
n -* n =
M s
t —if£M s
The elements of the array R (i,l,J are given bypmn M
I,-2,-2 ~ jj"R _ 3 ' 20. . I  32 Sln
V-2,0 =^ si"2 IMd-cos i)2
R -3 „_ , .2
'0.-1.-2 ~ I Sln JM sln (V2) sin id-cos i)
(eq. cont.)
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V-1,0 = [I Sin JM - I Sin JM Sln2 V2JSin i(1-
111 i(1
-
cos
R0,0,-2
3 , 3 2 2
R0,0,0 = 4\l ~ 2 Sin JM SiU *•
9 . 2
R0,O f +2 = I
R0,+l,-2 = Sln \(1-Sin V2) Sln i
R0,-H,0 = * f Sln 'M0-2 Sin2 V2)
3 2
V+i,+2 = - 7 SI" :«i sln (V2' si" i(1+cos
"0..2.-2 ' if - I ""2 '« - •1«2<V*>]«««
Ro,+2,o
 =
 TS
S
Rl,-2,-2
Rl,-2.0
(eq. cont.)
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R, , _ = 01.-1.+2
Rl,0,0
Rl,0,+2 = s i ° V9 C°s i * 3>
Rl,+l,-2 = - f Sin IM(1 - Sin2 Y2) Sin i C°S
3 2
Rl 1 0 = 2 Sln I\/1 " 2 Sin Jl/2) Sin i COS
R l , l ,+2 = |S i n I M « i n 2 < V 2 > si" i cos i
o
Rl,+2,0
E. Description of the Orbit
Up to this point in the presentation, the disturbing function has
been described in terms of the instantaneous Keplerian elements. This
description has two minor disadvantages. 'Firstly, the variable u is
measured from the instantaneous nodal position fl itself which undergoes
short period fluctuations of order J0 . This becomes inconvenient for
^near zero inclination. Secondly and more significantly, this description
leads to a first order constant term or bias in the orbit plane when the
first order perturbing effects of oblateness are introduced. This is
-easily shown since the out-of~plane motion 0 of a satellite due to an
arbitrary change in i and Q. is
14
o
M
H
W
M
g
co
•
N
0)
X
O
5
o
UJ
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a = sin u Si - cos u sin i 5ft . (2.14)
As a result of J Si and 5ft are given for near zero eccentricity
^
by Lagrange's planetary equations as
3
5i = - — J2sin i cos * cos 2u (2.15)
3
6ft = - 7 J0cos i sin 2u + secular drift (2.16)
rx £i
_ 2 2
where J denotes J (fyi/h ) . Substitution of Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16)
& &t
into Eq. (2.14) gives
3
a = — J cos i sin i sin u . (2.17)
4 £t
The above equation represents a once-per-orbit fluctuation in position
that can be completely absorbed by an adjustment of the mean orbit plane
3
by an amount — J cos i sin i .
4 £
In light of these foregoing remarks, a slightly different descrip-
tion of the orbit is used. A mean plane of reference will be chosen in
such a way that there will occur no short period out-of-plane fluctua-
tions greater than second order in J and mean eccentricity. Both
radial and out-of-plane position fluctuations will be computed with
[2 1
orbit position Q , as measured from the node of the reference plane,
taken as independent variable. The reference plane will undergo long
Period fluctuations both in inclination and nodal position.
A new set of orbital elements will now be defined. i , £1 , and
0 are defined with the slowly varying plane of Fig. 2.3 while | , TJ ,
and h are defined by their appearance in Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19), to be
presented shortly. This set shall be referred to as the Petty mean ele-
ments. To understand better the difference between this set and the
Keplerian set (h,£, t), i, ft,u) , a relationship will now be d.efined between
each corresponding variable.
Express
r29 = T- J? n (2.18)[l + IT cos i ]
16
and
r= - - - - - . (2.19)
[l + £ cos 9 + r\ sin 9 + q]
The variable p contains only short period terms; however, q contains
a constant part in addition to short period terms. The unit vector in
the radial direction is given through third order, since a is second
order, by
r = x cos 9 + y(cos i sin 0-a sin i)
+ z(sin i sin 0+a cos i) . (2.20)
The instantaneous angular momentum of the satellite is, by definition,
— H"
n*= h(l+p)r X 5§ - (2.21)df
Equations (2.20) and 2.21) give the following relationships to first
order:
h = h[l+p] (2.22)
ft = fl1 - sin Q cos 9 ft*
+ —~ (a1 sin 0-a cos 9 + sin20 I') (2.23)
sin i
_ _ 2 —
i = i - ft1 sin i cos 9 + i1 sin 9 cos 0
+ a sin 0 + a' cos 0 . (2.24)
The variable u' is related to 8 by the relationship
sin i sin u1 = sin i sin 9 + a cos i . (2.25)
Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25) give the relationship
u' = 0 + n1 cos i sin 0 cos 0 - i' — sin 0 cos 0
sin i
+
 cos
 ^ (a cos 0-a'sin 0) . (2.26)
sin i
17
The instantaneous eccentricity vector is given by
-» 1 -=•> -»
e = - r X h - r
M-
and
| = (e.r)cos u1 - (e.£)sin u' (2.27)
T] = (e.r)sin u' + (e.t)cos u1 (2.28)
where
t = . (2.29)1
 i — > ~~h|r X hi
The equations relating £,T] to £ , T] are
|=|+ (2p+q)cos G + 2ft' cos i cos 9 - q* sin 9
_ _ 2 2h '
- £' sin 0 cos 0 - T)' sin 0 + -r— sin 0 (2.30)
i] = T\ + (2p+q)sin 0 + 2fl' cos i sin 0 + q' cos 0
_ 2 _ 2h '
+ £' cos 0 + TJ' sin 0 cos 0 -- r- cos 0 (2.31)
F. Method of Solution
The radial and cross-track position fluctuations , are determined with
respect to a moving frame of reference defined by the mean orbital elements
whose secular and long period rates are to be determined to third order.
The independent variable is taken as the position along a mean frame of
reference. The solution due to J and J were obtained in a paper by
[21
Petty and Breakwell. There the position fluctuations with respect to
the slowly moving frame of reference were determined by a direct if
laborious calculation.
Lagrange's Planetary Equations are used to determine the remainder
of the solution due to the general zonal and tesseral harmonic terms, as
well as the lunar and solar effects. The Planetary Equations are used to
write the equations of motion in terms of the radial and cross-track
18
deviations q and a . A relationship governing the "angular momentum"
variable T is also obtained. The solution obtains the Petty set
(h, |,n,i,ft,t) and p,q,a as functions of 9 .
G. The Lagrangian Planetary Equations
The Planetary Equations written in terms of the instantaneous
variables (h, |, TJ, i, ft,u,a) are for small eccentricity
cia _ _2_ dF
dt ~ na d~u
dQ 1 dF
dt 2 . . di
na sin i
dr\ _ 1 dF £ cos i dF 1 dF
dt 2 dT ~ 2 sin i dT ~
 0 2 ^  d~una na 2na
d£ _ 1 dF TI cos i dF l dF
dt 2 O~T) * 2 sin i dT ~ " 2 * d~u
na na 2na
(2.32)
di _ 1 cos i dF 1 dF
dt ~ 2 sin i du 2 . d~ft
na na sin i
1 cos i d_F _ dF
2 sin i dri d|
na
du _ 1 cos i dF _2_ dF 1 dF dF
dt 2 s in id~i nad~a"
 0 2 ^ d T ^d~"nna <ina
fi _ dF
 + dF _ dF
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Chapter III
THE MAIN PROBLEM FOR A SATELLITE REVOLVING
ABOUT A ROTATIONALLY SYMMETRIC EARTH
In this chapter the solution is presented for a rotationally sym-
metric earth. Only the zonal harmonics are thus included here. The
tesseral harmonics together with the lunar-solar effects will be included
in the next chapter. To proceed with the solution, the differential
equations governing T , o, and p must now be derived.
Differentiating Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) with respect to 0
-£• = (a"+a)cos 0 + ft'sin T sin 20 + i'cos 20 (3.1)
ay
— = (a"+a)sin 0 - ftfcos 20 + — sin 20 . (3.2)d0 . — —
sin i sin i
Solving for a"+a gives the following relationship which is valid
to first order:
a"+a = -2i!cos 0 - 2ft1 sin T sin 0 + cos 0 — + sin T sin 0 — (3.3)
d0 d0
The above differential equation gives the correct short period contribu-
— —2
tion to a due to the higher zonals J but is not valid for the J
portion of the solution. However, these terms were quoted from a solu-
tion by Petty and Breakwell [2], In a similar manner differentiating
Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31) with respect to 0 and solving for q"+q , the
differential equation governing q is
q"+q = -2p - 2ft1 cos T + 2lfIsin 0 - 2T\'cos 0
+ cos 0 —* - sin Q —=• . (3.4)
d0 d0
As is the case for Eq. (3.3), Eq. (3.4) gives the first order contribu-
tion of the higher zonals.
From the definition of h and the relationship expressed by Eq.
(2.18) the equation relating the short period part of T is
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—2
a = 5_ (1 +
 2p + T2 + if) . (3.5)
A. The Solution for T
T is defined by the relationship
T - - h _ _ (1+p) . (3.6)
[1+cos i fl1]
Both h1 and fi' are determined by the slow part of h1 and ft'
as given by the Planetary Equations Eq. (2.32) and the relations given
by Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23). The large amount of algebra involved in the
O
portion of fl' involving J was carried out on the Stanford IBM/360
£t
computer using the REDUCE language [10] . p is determined from the
short period part of a as determined by the Planetary Equations. The
variable p is related to the variable a from the relation
h"2 -2 —2
a = — U+2p+£ +T) ) . (3.7)
— __O
The portion of p dependent on J and J is given in a paper by2 2
Petty and Breakwell, Ref. [2]. This portion will be listed explicitly
whereas the part dependent upon the remaining zonals will be written in
generalized form. The expression for p is
3 _ 2— _ _
p = - — J2sin i (I cos 0 - fl sin 0)
]_ — 2 _ — —
- —
 J
2sin i (^ cos 30 + r\ sin 30)
3 _ 2— 9 _ 2 2— 2 _ 1
- [— J2sin i + -g J2sin i(sin i - -)]cos 29
3 —2 4—
- 77- J0sin i cos 40ID 4
t FJopd)coB[U-2p)0 + ^ J . (3.8)
& > 2
The equations for h1 and ft' will be given in a later section.
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B. The Solution for a
Next the out-of -plane motion a will be determined. As in the pre
— —2
vious section the part due to J and J will be quoted from the solu
^ 2t
tion given in Ref. [2]. The solution for a is from Eq. (3.3):
3 — — --o - + — J sin i cos i T]
£t £
- -
 J
2
sin
 i cos *(£ sin 20 - T] cos 20)
15 -2 . 3-
- 22" Jos:Ln i cos 1 sin 3#
7 1
2 f-f 4 di J2op U-2p)
» P
X {sin[a-2p+l)0
cos i
— =
sin i
X (sin[U-2p+l)0 + ^Q]
- sin[a-2p-l)0 + i|f. ]} . . (3.9)
C. The Solution for p
By definition
cos 0 + T] sin 0 + q) . (3.10)
The variables £ , T) , and h contain only long period terms and
their solutions will be given in a later section. q is determined by
the solution to Eq. (3.4) and is hence given by
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n I — 3 _ 3 2— 1 — 2—
p = o < 1 + | cos 9 + f\ sin 6 - — J_ (1 - — sin i) + — J0sin i cos 20T ~ ~ I 2 2 2 4 4
5 _ 2— — 3 —2 2
+ — J0sin i (£ cos 30+T) sin 30) + — J sin i cos 40
J. D ^ O ^  ^
9 -2,0 13 . 2- 109 4T-,+
 4 J 2 ( 2~T sin 1+~2T sin 1}
i J2sin2i(2-sin2i)cos 20 + \^ W+DJ, F
 c „ A,(i>
£=4,6,8, . . .
(3.11)
D. The Long Period Equations
The solutions for the variables T , a , and p contain the
variables h,!,ti,i, and ft . Their long period rates will now be deter-
~-3 — —
mined to third order. Terms involving J , JQJ,, > as well as the
£i £ Xj
coupling terms involving J and the lunar-solar effects are retained in
the equations. These equations are:
* ff>
£=3,5,7,. . . ' ' 2 ' ' 2
3J2I(1 - f sin2i) + k3I (3.13)
-3J2n(l - f sin2!) + k4n + k5 (3.14)
£=O,J, ' , . . . ^ ^
— = + - J c o s T + k " n + k . (3.16)d0 22 1 ' 2
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The constants k through k are given in the Appendix. The constants
-L O
k , k , and k^ involve only even zonals of degree 4 or greater. The
constants k and k involve only odd zonals.
2t D
Equations (3.12) through (3.16) were obtained by Lagrange's plane-
tary equations and the relationships given by Eqs. (2.22), (2.23),
(2.24), (2.30), and (2.31).
E. Solution to the Long Period Equations
The equations for £' and r\' may be integrated immediately since
their right hand sides contain no greater than second order terras. Their
right hand sides may be considered constant except for | and r\ . The
solution for (• and i) is
r\(e) = T] sin CD 6 + T) (3.17)
1(9) = 61cos CDQ9 (3.18)
where T] and £ are the amplitudes of r\ and | respectively, and
1 X
 f
3J2(l-sini)
and
CD = 3J (1-f sin27) + (k -k )/2 + ... (3.20)
O £t ^r O ~i
£ and t\ are constants depending upon the initial eccentricity of the
orbit. It is clear from the form of the solution for £ and TJ that it
describes the motion of the eccentricity vector as a simple (slightly)
elliptical motion about a displaced origin. The motion would be circular
if only second order terms were kept in the equations for £ and r| .
The equations for i' and h' may now be solved since the form for
"^(0) is known. Their rates are no larger than third order in the small
quantities. Their right hand sides may be considered constant except for
£ whose form is known from Eq. (3.18). The solution for i and h is:
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Figure 3.1. THE SIMPLE BEHAVIOR OF THE ECCENTRICITY VECTOR
i = i +
o E i(^i•7 \ 6T
.8=3,5,7,... 2
X
— 5 2=
sin i (1 - — sin i)
Ji+l
'' 2
(i) - (3.21)
h = h 1 +' E ?
_ _ J_£=3,5,7, . . . 2 (1-- sin i)
X (3.22)
The integration of ft is more complicated since the leading term
contains h and i , both of which undergo long period fluctuations of
second order. Thus, there is a contribution to the third order part of
fl1 , i.e.,
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3— — 3— — 3 — —
+ 2 J2cos i = + — J2cos i - — J2sin i 6i
«T ShoJ
2
 h
cos i (3.23)
where 6i and 5h are the long period parts of Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22).
i and h denote the average of i and h .
The solution of fl is
fl + (k + — J cos i
O £i £i £
cos i
3J2(1-| sin2i)
12(1 -sin 2i)
3(1-| sin2i)2
- F
'
(3.24)
2 2tained in the time equation are terms such as J £ , J r\
—3
= 3,5,7,... Terms involving the coefficients J ,
^
F. The Time Equation
Since the orbit position Q is taken as the independent variable,
its relationship to time is desired if the theory is to be complete. The
in-track position fluctuations are also given by this relationship. Re-
and J.TI
It,
where £ ~  J-,J,, » etc.,
are omitted as these are effectively constants and can be absorbed by a
third order adjustment of the semi-major axis a . The remainder of the
theory is unaffected since only the time equation contains a zero order
term. A third order shift in the semi-major axis would appear only as a
fourth order correction in the remaining five equations.
The time equation is computed from the angular momentum relationship
Jj| = Tp2 . (3.25)
This method yields all the short period, long period, and secular terms
involving J , as well as the short period and secular terms involving
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the higher even zonals J . However, not all of the long period terms2i
involving the factor J T] (Z odd) can be obtained in this way. It could
x/
be if some fourth order terms such as J0<J,,£ were carried in the equa-
__ ^
tion for h' . Since these integrate into a term J r\ , the method fails//
to give the correct long period behavior as h' was not carried to
fourth order.
This long period behavior can be obtained from the variation of
parameters. du/dt is computed from Lagrange's Planetary Equations.
d8/dt is computed from the relationship
S9=*i^.. (3.26)
dt dt du
u is computed as a function of 0 by Eq. (2.26). The expression,
while not correct to third order, gives the correct third order terms
_ _ _2
involving J T] (.& odd). It cannot give the correct terms involving J .
Xi &
However,, these were obtained by use of the angular momentum relationship
6 = Tp .
dt/d0 is obtained by inverting Eq. (3.26). In this final operation
only the desired terms involving J T] are retained. The final result is
JCf
-3/2 f
l - 2& cos 0 - 2T1 sin Q
2 2— 1 — 2—
+ - (3-4 sin i) + — J sin i cos 202 42
+ I (I2-"tl2)cos 26 + 3rj if sin 20
_ 9 _2
cos 0+Ti sin 0) - — J2
- | Josin2i(|" cos 30+r[ sin 30)
o 2
57 — 2 — 51 — 2 —
+ — J?sin i | cos 0 + — JgSin i T) sin Q
—2 2— 25 —2 2—
+ 9J sin i - — J0sin i cos 202, lb <i
(eq. cont.)
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81 -2 4- 3 - 2 2 -
- TT- J0 sin i + — J sin i cos 40lb ^ ID 2
^3 2 2 9 —2 2
-g- J2 sin i cos 20 - — J | sin i
~
9 72. 5 . 2 - 2 4-.
8 V1
cos i cos 6 - 3J T) cos i sin
9-r2 2— 3 2—
2 2 C°S i(1 "2"
3 -jfi 2- 2-
+ — J2 cos i sin i cos 20
•7 cos i „
Z j [~2^+2 2^-4p+l i-4p-I 3 H£ ^-2p~ ^-2p+l +^-2p-l~^-2p
&&, U J
X (^-2p)cos[(i-2p)0 +
X
(3
-
27)
where
3 (~^ .- r ^ -301 IF _ F
„ _ l+I * £-]
' 2
1 cos i __
*»"' 2 -"»'-'» 2
- 2(^+l)(F „ , - , - F
.0,0, - ' J (eq. cont.)
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' 2 .0,0,
£-1
2 -1
l-l
^'
 2 '° ^'
Q Ffl I T
^'~2~'+2 J
Q „ o F
£+1
—
»
O F
£+3 *
2
^+3
- 0
"
, >
and where
sin i
a =
h2
^-1
>J
~2~
F
£,o,
(3.28)
G. Solution to the Time Equation
The time equation as it stands is ready for integration except for
the term
| J0(3-4 sin2!) .
«£ ^
As both h and i contain long period fluctuations, these must be
removed before the integration can be performed. The long period behav
ior of h~ and T is given by Eq. (3.21) and (3.22).
-3/2
t = t +
o
_
9 + 5- J9(3-4 sin 1)0
^ •&
-2 /27 33 2= 39 . 4=J
2 (T - T sin x + 16 s i n
r
- cos i _d_
F+
 5Z J£\~~^^*'£,o,£/2^
£ - 4 6 8 Lsin a dl* — ^ , O , O , , » .
- 2 (£+l )F n _ „ .„<!)
,o, .0/2 0 (eq. cont.)
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1 ~~ 2= 3 —2 -~2 3 — —
g- J2 sin i sin 20 + —(| -T] )sin 26 - — H £ cos 20
9J (£ sin 0-T) cos 0) - - J0 sin i(| sin 30-ri cos 30)4 o £
57 - 2= - 51 - 2= -
—r % sin i | sin 0 - —- J sin i T] cos 0
* *5 4 ^
— 2= — —3J cos i (£ sin 0-1] cos 0)
— Jn sin i sin 20 + — JT
o—
sin
 i sin
1 3 ~^2 o-— o —9 f>-^  ^^
7S" Jo sin i sin 20 + T-T J_ cos i sin i sin 20ID ' A ID ^
2f (cos en sin 0-co sin CD cos 0)J. o
2n (sin co sin 0+co cos CD cos 0) + 2r\ cos 0
1 O O
207 _ 2= _
T- J2
T
8 J2 sin l
J 2jg+2
4 .0-2p
sin
o^
6
, 5 .
 2-J2(l -- sin i)
E
4 2=1-- sin i
c^ i)&u ;
31
5
4
-F
••",
 2
(3.29)
Chapter IV
THE INCLUSION OF LONGITUDINALLY DEPENDENT FORCES
In Chapter III the complete second order solution to the main earth
satellite problem was presented by including only the zonal harmonics in
the disturbing function. To ensure the necessary accuracy, it is now
necessary to include the general tesseral harmonic term as well as the
lunar and solar effects.
Included in the short period terms will be the daily effects due to
the tesseral harmonics and the associated earth's rotation. Such terms
do not contain the orbit position 0 but include the term m0 where
E
m < £, and 9 is the Greenwich mean sidereal time. However, included
in the long period behavior will be the twice monthly and twice yearly
fluctuations due to the lunar-solar effects. The tesseral harmonics will
contribute no long period effects except at tesseral resonance.
The additional terms to be added to the short period solution
already obtained for i , a , and p will be listed. Equations (3.8),
(3.9), and (3.11) will not be repeated. However, due to their simple
form, the complete long period equations and their solutions will be
presented.
A. The Contribution to T
On including the general tesseral harmonics as well as the gravity
gradient portion of the lunar-solar perturbing potential, Eq. (3.8) will
include the following terms:
P
 (additional) / ^  J F (i)
WO)
X cos[(£-2p)8 + m
(eq. cont.)
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2n2 ^^ " ' "'""ranM
mn
+ ;r~ 7 R (i>I.-,) ^—; cos[20+mfl+n8_,] (4.1)
r, 2 / J omn S 2+1 _ S2n *™^ mnS
where
^mnS m + "^S
B. The Contribution to a
The additional terms to be added to Eq. (3.9) are
dFn
a = - ^ T Xmpd)
di [U-2p)+mA,']
X sin(^-2p+l)e + m(ft-9 -tpE T
F
Jgmp(2
 sin
x
- sin[a-2p-l)0
i) ["(/e-2p)cos I-nTI
i  - L «-2p>+^' J
T~m - 1
-
 RomnU 'Vi J
d
 cr- . 2 cos 
8 2 / rii RomnU 'V + .
n T L sin
mn
X sin[0 + m(ft-JO + n0 ] (eq. cont.)
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2 cos i-m
sin i
R , 0omn S
X sin[0 + mfi + nQ ] .
o
(4.2)
C. The Contribution to p
The solution for p is of the form
p = ~£ [l + i cos B + T) sin 0 + q] • (4.3)
h
The contribution to q in Eq. (3.11) from the additional perturbing
forces is
q = -
X
/g-2p+l+mx t
-m
j
| M MV^
 R (i j ) cos [29 + m(fl-fl ) + ng ]3 2 X ^ o m n M M M
mn
R (i ,I_)cos[2e + mfl + n0Qomn S S (4.4)
mn
D. The Long Period and Secular Rates
Except near tesseral resonance the introduction of the tesseral har-
monics does not contribute long period behavior. Near tesseral resonance
the motion of the satellite becomes nearly commensurable with the rota-
tion of the earth, in which case significant long period position fluctua-
tions can result. The amplitude of these fluctuations depends on the
period and strength of the resonance. This situation is not considered
in this dissertation. However, the inclusion of the lunar-solar effects
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do contribute significantly to the long period and secular rates. The
solar effects alone cause a long period fluctuation in the inclination
-4
of an amplitude of about 10 radians, whereas this amplitude would be
£>
only 10 radians had only the (odd) zonal harmonics been considered.
-3
This is, of course, assuming a mean eccentricity of order 10
For completeness the zonal harmonic contribution given in the pre-
vious chapter will be repeated here. The variables appearing in the fol-
lowing equations are the Petty set (h,£,il,i,fi) . They contain no short
period terms. The time equation will be given later.
y — O } D } f y « « «
x 3
T /R\V-A\cos T7 fr -F 1J£\a) ( 2 ) . -6*,o,Ce-fl)/2 ,^o,U-l)/2
sin i L J
— . m
1
'
3
 (1_€V/2 ^  nq ^ S sin iv
 S^ m,n,q -
X
3
M 1 A R
M m,n,q
X sintmC'H-^ ,) + (n+q),e.. + noo,.] ; (4.5)
M M M
1 •2 '
J
1 dh \
 T /RV/!i!\ T F - F  (4
= d?= 2^ MaJ (—) MF^,o,U+l)/2 Ff,o,(J-l)/2  W'h
 «_3 5 7 LX/ - O | < J y l y « « «
f\ O "^  *"~ ~^ •"••
— = + — J cos i + k, H + k 'd0 22 1 ' 2
+
mn
(eq. cont.)
C2mn
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+ C cosfmft + n0 1
omn S
(4.7)
where k' = kg + CIQO + C + C + C . ,The coefficients
Clmn' etc'» are given in the Appendix. The secular portion of the lunarlmn
solar terms m = n = 0 are included in k'
£t
inn
^ TI sinfmfi + n0 ]6mn S
+ C8mn ^ s infm^V + ^ (4'8)
where k! = k + C + C . The coefficients k _ , C _ , etc., are given
o o ouu /uu o omn
in the Appendix. The secular portion of the lunar-solar terms, i.e.,
m = n = 0 , are included in k .
O
I
f = - 3J2^(l-f sin2i) + k ; l i + k 5
+ C.n £lOmn •
+ C_. flimn
+ C12mn F sin[m(ft-fl..) + nS..H (4.9)
where k' = k + C + C . The constants k. ,k_,C.. , etc., are4 4 9,o,o ll,o,o 4' 5 9mn' '
given in the Appendix. The secular portion of the lunar-solar terms,
i.e., m = n = 0 , is included in k' .
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E. Solution to the Long Period Equations
The long period equations will now be integrated. The solutions
are valid away from critical inclination and resonance. The special
situation concerning the sun-synchronous orbit will be discussed sep-
arately in Chapter V. Equations (4.5) and (4.6) may be integrated im-
mediately. The solution for i is
- .4.
Z=3, 5, 7, . . .^~ IJ \
'-
 x cos
6 -/ 5 2 - \
sin i (l - - sin i j
X
"
 F
.
IA m R /= r3/2 sL, nq sin ± lmn\ ' £2 \ mnq
X
mfi' + (n + '
cos mfi + (n + q),g +
S S
0.3/2 , nq sin2\ mnq M
£M
m /= V
  i ImnT' M/M
X
+
cos m(fi - n|J) + (n + q),eM + (4.10)
h = h.
£=3,5,7, ... J
\-
X F „-,(!)-
- 1
6
JL
>,
 2. £,0,-
1-1
5 2==
- - sin i
(i) (4.11)
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where i is constant and
Equation (4-7) may be integrated after first removing the long
period fluctuations in i and h that appear in the leading term
-3/2 J cos i. The solution for fl is
:' + =- Jn cos i 9 -2 2 2 (i -1 si,,2 7)
£=3,5,7, ... J. 12
cos
f , o z , o
1=3,5,7, ... Jr
I - 1\ T cos i
( O £i ~~" \1 - - sin ij ""' 2 *'"' 2
Iran
mn
r~
mfi '
sin mfi + (n + qH + nw
^ s s
+
 rn tmn mfir|_ , ,+ (n + q ) ^ ' + n^,,M M
sin (n
V
+ / 3mn . F=j sin
L
A omfi + n8
mn
4mn . f
— ^ sin pm(a - H) + 1)6, 'M M (4.12)
3'9
where k£ = *2 + CIOQ + C^ + C3Q() + C^, i.e., the secular portion
of the lunar-solar contribution (m = n = 0) is included in k'.
sin
k / 2 2\ co
,
2K - w i ) ° , _C10mnU>0 C5m^l + C6mnt°l
2
— c u)' - c to' - c a) - C
2/co2 - u.-2^ W~ ' 9mn ° lOmn 0 5mn 2 6mn 2.
\ 0
2
-0 -3
_
'i 3 r
_
 W
2\ ^n L
c W + C t o ' - c w + C w12mn
 °
 7mn 3 8mn 3
-
|C w» - C cof - C co - c
llmn 0 12mn 0 7mn 4 8mn
co > sin co f4JI 0
'(-$ - "4) "»
^i r "i r = „ 1
—- c co' + c co' - c co + c co sin mfi + co + nS
_ 2\ ^ 9mn 0 lOmn 0 5mn 1 6mn 1J L s-l
+ - ?; - ^T |C co' - c, to' - r co - c^ co sin mfi - co + n0/ 2 2\ |_ 9mn 0 lOmn 0 5mn 2 6mn 2J L SJ
\ 0
+ , o 1 — ^T 1C,, to' + c,_ to' - c_ co + co co sin ,/ 2 2 \ llmn 0 12mn 0 7mn 3 8mn 3j |_ \ M) M
\ 0 37
0 4,
(eq. cont.)
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. <cos mfi + n0 - cos to 6\
'( L sj 0 j+ C9mn) V5
+ (C8mn + Cllmn ) V6{C°S | m ( f i ' *"> + n0" ' ~ cos
where
U 0 = 3 J 2 X - 4 S l n 1 + k3
to =1
to = mfi1 - to' + nS1
^ s
to = mfi' + to» + n0'3 M
to = mfi ' + to' +
 nS'
to = mfl ' + n6'5 s
to = mfl* + n0'6 M
The secular part of the lunar-solar terms, i.e., m = n = 0 are
included in k' and k'. TI, is a constant and is determined from the
o 4 1
initial eccentricity.
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cos
(C5mn - C6mn)W0 ' (C9mn + C10mn)W]
i r
- u>2\ L
0 2
:5mn + C6mn)W0 " (C9mn " C10mn)W2
/ 2
!(uo -
7mn 8mn 0 limn
L2 -
\ 0
(Cllmn C12mn)W4 X cos w6
^['/ 2 2\! (OJ - CO I
\ 0 I/
(C - C )w" - (C^_ + C,rt5mn 6mny 0 9mn lOmn o I cos mn + w + n0 I
o" - (C - C )w cos mf i -w + nS0 9mn lOmn 2J L SJ
/ 2K -
-
 <C
llmn
,
2
 - u2
0 5
TC + u C ({sin) 6mn 5 9mnJ) mfl + n0 sin
2 2
OJ - W
0 6
'8mn Vton
— sin w
CO I
0
e> (4.14)
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where |, r\ , and TL, are constants depending on the initial eccen
tricity.
F. The Contribution to the Time Equation
Next the contribution to the time equation is considered. The
additional terms to be added to Eq. (3.27) are
dt
d<9
i y -
n rf ^ in ^H" ^
 F
 ,<D - 20e + l) F
 fl(i)sin i oi . i Z
X cos \m(n -
mn
X cos m(fi - fi ) + n0
mn
cos
sin di
R ,I + 4R ,I
— l,m, n\ s/ lmn\ s
mfi + n©X cos 
-n
- 4p+l I - 4p-l 3(^ -
-2p+mA' ^ -2p+l+mA' ' t, -2p-l+mA' !-2p+mV)'
X Q - 2p) cos
(eq. cont.)
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/ 3
> s V /— \
3 Z—t Oran \ ' s /
n mn
i rM ST /— \
*~ i Omn \ M/
n mn
-4
20)' + 2 + A' 20)'
mns
6
[20)' + 2 + A' I2L mnsj
-4
20)' + 2 + V 20)'
mnM
6
[- * 2 * ^ MJ2J
2 6
+ 3 +
 *mns ' (2W' + X + ^ns}
2 6
+ 3 + A' , ^ 2o)' + i + A* .,
mnM mnM
r « i
L M Mj
(4.15)
G. Solution to the Time Equation
The time equation can now be integrated. It is in its complete
form
t = t
-3/2
O "172 5 J.C3-4 sin
2 f sin2? f|
£=4,6,8, ...
cos i
sin i
+DF (i)
'M
2n
cos
sin
2n
(eq. cont.)
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•i 2 == 3 ~2 —2 *3 —
- J2 sin i sin 26 + - (£ - TJ ) sin 26 - | ^ cos 26
9J2<| sin 6 - r, cos 0) - - J sin i(| sin 36 - rj cos 39)
57 - . 2 =- .
+ — J sin i| sin g]^ _ 2 =— _
— Jg sin it) cos G - 3J cos
_
sin G - r\ cos 6)
25 ~2 2 = 3 ~"2 2 = 1 *3 —9 9 ~~
- — J sin i sin 20 + —• J sin i sin 46 + —• J0 sin i sin 26
3 —2 2 = 2 =:
rrr J_ cos i sin i sin 26 - 2(L (cos w sin 9Ib ii 1 sin to cos 6)
(sin w sin 6 + ui cos to cos 6) + 2j\ cos 6
207- . 2 =
- •»
9-
•«
- 2p - 2p
- 4p + 1 l - 2p
4 -x • ""
- 2p -
sln
i
1sin2
j
J,
1 - | sin2 7
[l - I sin2 Tj , o * o' '
j
j.
2 =
COS 1
•1 - - sin i
(eq. cont.)
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Jim DF
,g,m,|
F^ ery -m [»(n - *E - 9j§m)
h/
2n mn
sin l~m(" - n ) + n0 I
(mfl' + n0') L V M/ MJM
2 /^ . - v? lmn2n mn l_sin i di
1 ,lmn\ '
— sin raH + n9
(mfl1 + n0f) L SJ
(4.16)
H. The Dependence upon Eccentricity
In the previous sections the zero eccentricity contribution to the
position fluctuations due to the tesseral harmonics was given. The or-
bit of a drag-free geodetic satellite must be selected in such a way so
as to best extract information on the higher tesseral harmonics. Some
authors have suggested that a slightly eccentric orbit be used . It
will next be determined what kind of information can be observed from
a satellite in a slightly eccentric orbit. To do this, the same calcu-
lations as in sections A through D will be carried out, now keeping
terms involving J | and J TI. The additional terms to be added to
&m - Urn '
q are
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Additional cos (j} - 2p
cos a - 2p - Jl
sin Cg - 2p
- K2 sin U - 2p - J!
(4.17)
where
- 2 P + l ) Q
J, F _ ( i ) X I.P.+I
-2Q.
, P. +2
- 2p
Q - Q^
- 2p)
- 2p + 2) +
Q
^ . P, +1 1
- 2p + 1) + m A ' J
(4.18)
K =2
2Q
- 2p - 1) +
' l.Pt+2
- 2p - 2) +
0 +0
J & , P , 0 jg Ql.P.-l
- 2p) + mA' (^ - 2p - 1) +
(4.19)
The contribution to the intrack fluctuations is
sin (j - 2p
+ K. sin (,g - 2p - l)u + m(f i - 6 - cp ) + \|r. > (eq.cont.)
-^ * J i
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+ T)<-K cos [(J - 2p m(f l -
+ K. cos4 ce - 2p - DU + m(n - e - <p ) + *L fc £m £ (4.20)
where
KO - A V—d) x
- 2p + 1) + mV - 2p) +
4Q, 3Q.
and
(4.21)
K4 = 2, J£mF«m (1) X
[1 1 0 "™ ?T^«i ,t O ^ /* t 1 ^ 1 Q 9 ( 0 J_ 1 ^ nr- *^ n AL •• 9O
(£ - 2p - 1) + mA1 (£ - 2p) + mA1
5
4Qe,p,-2 - 2 Q 4 , P , + 1 3Q4,P, -1___
~2p -2 )
(4.22)
The additional terms to be added to the cross-track fluctuation a are
a = |<K sin (£ - 2p + 2)u
+ K_ sin (£ - 2p)u
+ K_ sin (£ - 2p - 2)u
(eq.cont.)
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cos Kg - 2p + 2)u
L
cos [(j - 2p)u
- q> ) + \!r
K10 C°S
"
 2)U
where
K5 = - 2 > J"
r Q
|_ce - 2PVi;
(i)
cos
sin - 2p
(4 24)
K
1 V j ^£ F Q^.P.+1
2 Z, ^m Si L^ - 2p + 1) + mV (J - 2p - 1) +
(4.25)
Q
Jo I P» ~-*
- 2p + 1 + m A f )
sin
["(I - 2p) cos i - ml
i |_U - 2p - 1) + m^'J
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_
8 ~ 2 /L jgm SI £ - 2p
.P.+I _ i V
+ 1 + mA ' 2 Z*
- 2p) cos i - m
,0m sin i jj - 2p + 1 + mA'
(4.27)
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C.2
K9 ~ 2 Z "V Si L - 2p - 2p -
COS A
 -
(4.28)
K.
Q
— M ^_ J T «^^ ^^ HHM^ B^ BHI^ H^ H^f^ H^10 2 Z- ^m di 1, - 2p - 1 2
F
sin
f(l -2p)cos i - m
i |_£ - 2p - 1 + mA'
(4.29)
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Chapter V
RESONANCE
The long period equations have been integrated away from critical
inclination and tesseral resonance. The two situations differ in one
•
important respect. If the inclination is near critical (to ^ 0) there
can occur a long period interplay between inclination and eccentricity,
but the energy of the orbit remains constant . However, if tesseral res-
onance is encountered, long period changes in the orbital energy (and
the semi-major axis) can take place. A general analytical investigation
is all but impossible. For a discussion of tesseral resonance the reader
is referred to a paper by Vagners' 19, ,'
These resonances occur when the following arguments become station-
ary.
(X - 2p)to + (^ - 2p + q)M + m(f t - 6 - CD£j jj
where 1 = 2 , 3 , . . . oo
p = 0, ... Z
q = -1,0, +1 (near circular orbit)
m = 1,2, . .. a
- n ) + r\6
• mft + n© + qto
s
where m = 0,1,2 '
n = -2,0,+2
q = 1,0,-1
The above three arguments represent the tesseral, lunar and solar
resonances respectively. Since the index Z is not restricted, there
exist an infinite number of orbits where resonance occurs. However it
is possible to launch a satellite into orbit so as to avoid at least
the dominant resonances.
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Moreover, there are instances where the desired orbit falls into the
resonant category. This is the case of a sun-synchronous orbit. Here
the inclination is adjusted so that the nodal rate equals the solar
rate, i.e., 2fl' -26' =0. The orbital plane thus remains fixed with
s
respect to the sun. In the analysis to follow, the behavior for a low
satellite in this orbit will be investigated.
The long period rate of change of the inclination is given by
/
j| = S
 0
S
 / R, (I,I ) .m . sin (mfi + n0 )dS 2 Z^ Imn s sin i s
n mn
37r -V M \
_ (T, !„) -r^ L-r
 Sin L(fl - n ) + n0 1 (5.1)2 Z-. Imn M sin i I M Ml
n mn
Terms involving £J have been dropped since these are two orders
*
of magnitude less than the lunar-solar effects. The nodal rate is given
approximately by
dfl 3 — — ,_ „
 x
- =
 + -J 2cosi (5.2)
where the higher order terms in Eq . (5.2) have been omitted as these
contain cos i multiplied by quantities much smaller than J .
£
• •
Now suppose the orbit is sun-synchronous, i.e., fl - 6 s 0.
S
Averaging over the relatively fast terms in the expression for di/d©
gives
sin i
(5.3)
(5
'
4)
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where m = 2, n = -2 produce the only secular term in the solar portion
of the right-hand side of Eq . (5.3). There is no lunar induced resonance
as it is not possible to choose the inclination so that the node keeps up
with the lunar coordinate 6 .
M
Differentiating Eq. (5.3) with respect to 0 and using Eq . (5.4)
gives
2-
 M /r3
—r = -3J -S--5. R (i, i )
 sin 2<n - B ) (5.5)
d82 2 n2 1)2'-2 S s
where
(5
'
6)
For an orbit of 500 km mean altitude i s 98C
J. s -1.08 X 10~3
&
I = 23.5°
s
2
^-J - 10~10 sin 2(fl - 0 ) = 0 (5.7)
de2
The orbit may exhibit very long period stable oscillations about the
position n ~ 9 +90°, i.e., the orbit plane is nearly perpendicular
S
to the solar direction. The period for small amplitude oscillations is
about 100,000 orbital revolutions.
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, Chapter VI
THE LONG PERIOD BEHAVIOR OF A LUNAR ORBITER
A. Introduction
Some attention in recent years has been focused on the problem of
determining the motion of a lunar satellite. The problem is complicated
by the peculiar nature of the gravity field in the vicinity of the moon.
12 13 14Early solutions of this problem by several authors ' ' were made as-
suming the moon to be in hydrostatic equilibrium. Thus only the J
and J gravity coefficients along with the earth perturbation were
carried in their analysis. The higher harmonics J , J , etc. were
2 3 4
either ignored or assumed to be of order J . Independent determina-
15 16
tions of the gravity coefficients by both the U.S. and U.S.S.R. in-
validate these assumptions. It appears from the early data that the
-4
oblateness coefficient, J , has a numerical value of about -2.0 X 10
£i
However, preliminary data from Lunar Orbiters I through V still gives
poor evidence on the values for the higher gravity coefficients. It
appears at this time that these are all at most of order 10
The lunar orbiter problem is complicated by the large perturbation
caused by the earth. For an orbiter of moderate height, say 800 to 2000
Km above the surface, the earth perturbation is roughly equal to the ob-
lateness effect of the lunar gravity field.
The evolution of the orbit of a lunar satellite can be classed in
two categories. The orbit can be unstable as the orbiter will impact
the surface after a finite period of time. The orbit can be stable and
survive indefinitely. In the latter category two distinct types of be-
havior can occur.
1. The argument of perilune circulates through an angle of 360°.
2. The perilune position librates about a fixed stable position.
The analytical solution to the lunar orbiter problem is strikingly
different from that of its terrestrial counterpart. For the circulating
orbits (case 1) the first term of a von Zeipel expansion can be used.
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This works well with the lower orbits where the expansion is most valid.
However, for the higher orbits of low inclination the gross behavior of
the orbit can still be obtained.
In the case of the librating orbits (case 2) a good analytical so-
lution can be obtained near a stationary solution. Here the Hamiltonian
can be expanded about the stationary point where the resulting equations
of motion describe a pendulum type motion for the perilune height and
position (as indicated by the periodic variation in G and g).
An interesting case lies on the boundary between the librating and
circular orbits. Here the long period equations of motion can be solved
very accurately. The boundary solution not only fills the gap between
the librating and circulating orbits but it also describes the evolution
of the near circular orbit of any initial height.
First the low (a < 500 km) orbits will be considered. Here the
oblateness effect slightly dominates the terrestrial perturbation. A
von Zeipel method is valid except at critical inclination, which will be
discussed separately as a special case. Of primary interest will be the
long period effects, i.e., those fluctuations in the orbital elements
having periods of several months or longer. Short period variations
(hourly) and medium period variations (twice monthly) all of which have
much smaller amplitudes, will be averaged out. For a discussion of
14
these latter effects the reader is referred to papers by Giacaglia
13
and Osterwinter . The lunar gravity coefficients J , J_0, J~, and
18J will be retained in the equations of motion. Cassini's laws on
the behavior of the moon will be considered in their classical form,
i.e., the smaller effects of the physical librations will be ignored.
The relative importance of the eccentricity of the lunar orbit and
the solar gravity gradient effect are shown in Fig. 6.2. Both have
at least two orders of magnitude less effect on the satellite's long
period motion than the direct earth gravity gradient effect. The solar
radiation pressure on a satellite of typical area to mass ratio is about
_g
10 g. It will not be considered even though drag-free operation is
not assumed in the analysis presented in this chapter.
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B. Choice of Reference Frame
As the behavior of close lunar orbiters is of primary interest, a
reference frame coincident with the lunar equator is most convenient.
18
However, as a consequence of Cassini's laws, the plane of the lunar
equator is not fixed in space. Cassini's laws state that the plane of
the lunar equator, the ecliptic, and the plane of the Moon's orbit all
coincide in a common line (ignoring physical librations). This line is
the node of the lunar orbit as referenced to the ecliptic. It is con-
venient to choose this line (the ascending node) as the x-axis of the
reference frame. The lunar axis of rotation is the z-axis. Thus full
advantage is taken of the geometry of the system. This is described in
Fig. 6.1. The system rotates in retrograde manner with a period of
about 18.5 years.
If one is to work in the rotating system just described, the equa-
tions of motion must be modified. In this chapter the modification
takes the form of an additional perturbing term in the Hamiltonian.
The system of reference is rotating with angular velocity components
expressed in lunar equatorial coordinates
(*) =0.0 rad/sec
x
= 3.0 X 10 10 rad/sec (6.1)
—8
= -1.07 X 10 rad/sec
z
In an inertial frame of reference the Lagrangian is
f = r>2/2 - V(r) (6.2)
In the rotating frame
£ = (]?+ uf x ?)2/2 - V(r) (6.3)
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LUNAR AXIS OF
ROTATION
-LUNAR EQUATOR
•PLANE OF APPARENT EARTH ORBIT
•PLANE OF ECLIPTIC
Figure 6.1V CASSINI'S LAWS
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^ O-1- - » r ? - > x vP r = N r - = r + u ? X r (6 .4)
The Hamiltonian is
•
H = p^ . r* - f (6 .5)
Expressing X in terms of (p*, ~r) one obtains
}{=-!?. P*+V(r)-o?-tf (6.6)
where h is the angular momentum of the satellite whose components are
h = G sin i sin h
X
h =• -G sin i cos h (6.7)
h = G cos i = H
z
G, H, h are the usual Delaunay variables that are defined in Section C,
The additional term to be added to the Hamiltonian is
K = -u? • tf
r
or (6.8)
H = +w G sin i cos h - w H
r y z
C. The Delaunay Variables
The set (L, G, H,&, g, h) denote the Delaunay variables. They are
defined as
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1/2
L = (|ja) £ = M = n(t - t )
/ 2\1/2G = L/l - e )
 g = co
H = G cos i h = ft
The above represent a canonical set, i.e., the following relationships
hold
where F is the negative of the Hamiltonian and is expressed in terms
of the Delaunay set.
The von Zeipel procedure will be used to solve equations of motion.
17For a discussion of this method the reader is referred to Brouwer
D. The Disturbing Function
The disturbing function due to the earth is given by [c.f. Chapter
II, Section D]
y R (i, I ) cos |(2 - 2p)(f + u) + mft + n6 \ (6.9)
mSri P m n E L ^ E J32r pmn
E
where r = earth-moon distance. I is the inclination of the terres-
E E
trial path or 6° 41', 0 is the earth angular position. The above
E
expression contains only the gravity gradient portion of the earth grav-
ity perturbation. The parallax terms are not considered.
As the long period behavior is of primary interest, the short pe-
riod part of Eq. (6.9) must be removed. This is accomplished as follows:
Eq. (6.9) can be written
60
Y
/ "E 32r mnE
X <cos 2f cos (2w + mfi + n0 ) - sin 2f sin (2u + raft + n0 )
'
Ri (i.1^)Iran E2r^ mnE (6.10)
It is necessary to consider the time average of
2
r cos 2f
r sin 2f (6.11)
2
r
2
Since the mean of r sin 2f is zero, it is necessary to consider only
the first and third of the above. These remaining expressions may be
readily averaged by introducing the eccentric anomaly E and the rela-
tions
M = E - e sin E
dM = (1 - e cos E) dE
r = a(l - € cos E)
(6.12)
cos E - e
COS f = 1 - e cos E
2 2 2(2 - 6 ) cos E - 2e cos E + 2e - 1
cos 2f =
(1 - e cos E)
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-RE ~
becomes
2 2
n a
R_, = —.— < > (2 + 3O R, (i, I ) X cos (raft + n0 )E 4 J/,^ Imn E E\mn
(6.13)
Y 2
 fl \+ >5e R^ (i. I ) cos (2w + mfi + n0^)>Z^ Omn E • E J
The portion of the disturbing function due to J of the Moon is
MM rM\ f/3 2 1\ 3 . 2
RM = T J2VTJ 4 Sln 1 - - 1 - T S x ni ) -! «
/-
Jr\
2n
R dM
/R \2
- _ ^M / M\ 1
RM " T J2\T/
The averaged Hamiltonian is now written in terms of mixed Keplerian
and Delaunay variables as
2
K = F = + — n 8 - co G sin i cos h + w H
£t LJ
2
1
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5 3
^
 R
~
' J £ s i n i (1-5 cos" i) sini  g>
6 4
3 ^ m t 2 4 2
- ''3-30 cos i + 35 cos i ) (2 + 3e )128 3 7
L G
2 2
2 2 4 )
- 10 g cos 2g(l-8 cos i + 7 cos i)>
(2 + 3e2) R cosCmh + n6 ]imn E
m,n
v^ 2 )\ 5 e R cos [2g + mh 4- n0 3 >/ omn E (
Im n /
(6.16)
n ~ £.1
,n
The short period terms containing $,, the mean anomaly, have been
averaged out. 6 is canonically conjugate to 8_, the Earth coordi-
E
nate, and F is the negative of the Hamiltonian. This convention will
be used throughout this chapter.
E. The Lower Orbits
First the lower orbits will be considered. By a low orbit is meant
all those orbits whose height is restricted so that the oblateness per-
turbation dominates the earth perturbation. As the lunar J is rela-
£i
tively weak, the orbital height will be restricted to say less than 500
km. The gravity coefficients J-, J „, J , and J will be retained
in the equations of motion. Also included along with the earth gravity
perturbation are those effects described by the laws of Cassini on the
figure of the moon.
Figure 6.2 shows the relative importance of the various perturbing
forces experienced by a low lunar satellite.
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1. The Elimination of Time
It is desirable to write the Hamiltonian in the form
F
 =
where F is of order unity. F is of order 10 , F is of order
_4 °
 x 2
10 and so on. To determine the order of each term in Eq. (6.16),
2 2
Fig. 6.2 is found useful. The terms n /2L and n 0 are seen to
E
belong to F and F respectively. Terms assigned to F are to H
and the contribution associated with J and J99« The earth pertur-
bation and those effects due to J and J belong to F . The dis-
o 4 o
turbing function is thus of the form
F ( L , G , H , 6 > g > h , e E ) = FQ(L) + F^G) + T?2 (L, G, H, g, h,
F _ ( L , G f H , g , h , e ) + ... (6.17)
o r.
At this point one wishes to eliminate all terms in F contain-
ing 6 . This is accomplished by means of a stationary generating func-
E
tion
S(L',G',Ht,8',g,h,0E) = L'jt + G'g + H'h + 0'0E +
S2(L',G',H',g,h,0E) + ... (6.18)
such that the new Hamiltonian F*(L' , G1, H1, 8', g', h' ) does' not contain
6 , The new coordinates are related to the old by the relations
E
with similar relations for the other variables. From the relation
F*(L',G',H',0f,gf,h',0E) =
65
the following equations are derived for S and S .
J- £
F j ( L ' , G ' , H ' , g , h , - ) = F ( L ' , G ' , H ' , g , h , e ) - n ,-i (6.20)
* 2 E E 66E
(6.21)
choosing dS./dS., andI E to cancel the periodic parts of Eqs
(6.20) and (6.13) respectively, the new Hamiltonian is
dF2
2L
h=h
(6.22)
As F* does not contain 0', 6' is constant and will be dropped inE
the following discussion.
In order to use the von Zeipel method to determine the long
period behavior of the orbital elements, F must be of the form
+ F * ( L ' , G ' , H ' ) + F ; * ( L ' , G ' , H ' , g ' , h ' ) (6.23)
2L'
where F* is dominated by F*. This can be done if the orbits under
O f-i
consideration are restricted. The lower orbits, where J is the
^u
dominant perturbation, automatically fall into this category. Also
included are the higher orbits provided the inclination remains low.
F;* in Eq. (6.23) is in mixed variables
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4 2
1 M- RM o
4-3-3 J2(1 - 3 C°S i?) + V
L' G*
2 2
n a'
+ ,e (2 + 3e )(3 cos i' -ID - 3/2 sin T )E
6 4
3 ^ M
128L,3G,7 4J (2 + 3e
2)(3 - 30 cos2 i + 35 cos4 i) (6.24)
2 2
The coupling terms in Eq. (6.22) contain the factors J , J , etc.
£t £*£t
These belong to F. in Fig. 6.2 and therefore are dropped. All of the
terms independent of g and h in F* are included in F;*, so that
o 2i
F3* 1S
F* = -<*> G1 sin i' cos h'
^
3 M- RM 2
- —s-2- J e« sin i'(l - 5 cos i) sin g'
8
 L'3G'5 3
30
128
 L,3G,7 "4
J. [1 - 8 cos2 i' + 7 cos4 i'] e2 cos 2g'
2 2
n a
e
+2
m=-2
(2 + 3e ) R lm0(it IE> cos mh'
+^
\T
 2
+ / 5e R (i,!,,) cos (2g! + m h ' )
^—'„ OmO E
(6.25)
It should be pointed out that for the lower orbits the various
angles appearing in Eq. (6.25), i.e., g', h', h' ± g f , h' ±2g ' , are all
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driven by the dominant F* term. One must beware however of the vari-
ous instances where any of the angular rates become small. This occurs
near the eleven critical inclinations at i' = 46.6, 56.1, 63.4, 69.0,
73.2, 90.0, 106.8, 111.0, 116.6, 123.9, and 133.6 degrees. When the
inclination is near one of these critical values, the resulting behav-
ior of the coordinates can exhibit very long period variations and the
von Zeipel method, now to be followed, fails. A method valid in these
special situations will be outlined in a later section.
For a high orbiter having a moderate inclination (above 40deg.)
F* in Eq. (6.23) will contain some g1 and h1 dependent terms that
£
are otherwise included in F*. In this case the von Zeipel procedure
12 19
again fails. This situation is discussed by Kozai and Vagners .
2. The Long Period Terms
One looks next for a transformation from variables (L',G',H',
g',h') to new variables (L11, G", H", g", h") such that the new Hamiltonian
F** is a function of (L",G",H") only. Consider the stationary generat-
ing function
S* = L'V + G"g' + H'V + S*(L",G",H",g",h") + ... (6.26)
The relation between the coordinates are
dS*
G' = G" + -4 + g" = g' + + (6.27)
with similar relations between the other variables. Choose S* to be
-
S = OL sin 2g' + CL cos g' + a sin h ' + O. sin 2h'1 1 2 o 4
a sin(h' + 2g ' ) + a s in(h ' - 2g ' )5 o
0, sin(2h' + 2g ' ) + a sin(2h' - 2g ' ) (6.28)6 7
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where
^l =
-30
128L,,3G,,7 4 - 8 cos
2
 i" + 7 cos4 i"}
 6"
2
15 2 ,,2 ,,2 . 2 .„ / 3 .2 \
-16 v e sin i i1 - 2sin v
a -
2
5 3
M- R
•1 —
°
 T I!-3.-,!!
Lt G
J €" sin i"(l - 5 cos2 i")
2 ,,2
npa"
+ to G" sin i" ^—— sin I (6 + 9e ) sin 2i"
z J- to E
2 ,,2
"
a 2 2 9
sin I (6 + 9e"^) sin i"
a
- [- ~ n^a"L lo h sin I sin i"(l + cos i"E
cc =
6 it ~ C°S
[ 15 2 ,,
=
 L" 64 nEa
2e"2 sin2 I (1 + cos i")2
E
[ 15 2 ..2 ..2 2 ._, .„,+
 64 "E3 £ Sln JE(1 - COS ^ •
The Hamiltonian F is now independent of g" and h" and is
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42
R
Jd - 3 cos i") + Co H",n
2L"2 4 L"3G"3 2°
*3 ^ i *) 4
J (2 + 3e" ) 3 - 30 cos i" + 35 cos i"128 ,,3 ,7 °4
i-i G
2 ,,2
n a
+ -~— (2 + 3e"2)(3 cos2 i" - i) (i - 1 sin2 I )lb \ 2 i/ /
(6.29)
3. The Near Polar Orbit
As S and S* are known Eqs. (6.19) and (6.28) are utilized
/ -i- -i-
to determine the behavior of the elements (L, G, H, £, g, h). The coeffi-
cients of the trigonometric terms in Eq. (6.28) contain six critical
divisions. These correspond to the eleven critical inclinations men-
tioned previously. Actually these critical values for the inclination
are slightly altitude dependent through the introduction of J and J .
\ o 4
It appears from an inspection of Eq. (6.28) that near a critical i"
the amplitude of the coordinate variations can become nearly infinite.
Actually this is not the case as will be shown in the following example.
Suppose the inclination is near 90 degrees. The effects due
to the laws of Cassini turn out to be important for the near polar orbit.
The slowly varying Hamiltonian is (i.e., the relatively fast variable,
g1, has now been averaged out)
^ 2 u R
F = -=-5- + •=• —5-2-= J__(l - 3 cos i") + u H" - u sin i" cos h"
2L" 4 L" G" 2 Z Y
(2 + 3e") (3 cos i" - 1) + 3 sin I sin 2i" cos h"
3 2 2
+ — sin I sin i" cos 2h
2 E
"1
"
J
(6.30)
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where all of the elements are slowly varying. The secular terms involv-
2
ing J. and sin I have been omitted in Eq. (6.30) due to their small
*i ji
size (see Fig. 6.2). The inclusion of these terms, while only an order
of magnitude less than those involving J , do not qualitatively alter
&
the results that are obtained in this section. Since the Hamiltonian
does not depend on .g" or g", L" and G" are constant and the equa-
tions of motion have been reduced to those of one degree of freedom.
They are expressed as
T
2 J2(Ap" J
s!lG" co (6.31)
-0" sin i"
-,#"*
= + u G" sin i" sin h"y
- ~r n2a"2(2 + 36"2) fsin I sin 2i" sin h" +1 6 E I E
2 2
sin I sin i" sin 2h'
E
(6.32)
Note that co = -1.07 X 10 and J = -2.0 X 10 . The phase plane
Z £t\J
(H",h") contours of constant F** in Eq. (6.30) are shown in Fig. 6.3.
For very low orbits (Fig. 6.3a) the stable equilibrium points occur at
h" = 0 degrees and i" = cos (H"/GM) = 88 degrees. Recall that the
nodal position, h", is measured from the point where the plane of the
lunar equator, the ecliptic, and the terrestrial path meet in a common
line. It is apparent from Fig. 6.3a that the orbital plane of a low
orbiter can become trapped in this same configuration. Or it can ex-
hibit very slow stable oscillations about this position, the period of
which is in fact about twenty years for a low satellite, if the oscilla-
tions have small amplitude.
The interplay between the inclination and nodal position demon-
strates remarkably different behavior for higher orbiters. For a semi-
major axis of 1.5 R and an eccentricity of zero, the behavior of (H",h")
or equivalently (i",fl") is shown in Fig. 6.3b. In this case the
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0 = 1.1 RM € = 0
Figure 6.3. PHASE SPACE CONTOURS SHOWING THE
BEHAVIOR OF THE PAIR H" , h
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inclination can be trapped near 83 degrees but h" is no longer stable
at the zero degree position. Two equilibrium positions now exist both
between the zero degree and the 90 degree position. The preceding anal-
ysis becomes invalid for the still higher polar orbits. As will be shown
in a later section, most oi these orbits are unstable and eventually im-
pact the surface.
F. The Higher Orbits
In the analysis to follow it will be assumed that the only disturb-
ing forces acting on the lunar satellite are the lunar oblateness, J2,
and the Earth perturbing force. In the latter it will be assumed that
the inclination of the terrestrial path, I , and the lunar eccentricity,
E
e,-,, are zero. As I = 6° 41' and e = 0.055 these assumptions are
.hi rj E
quite valid for the approximate analysis to follow. As the effects of
the higher harmonics in the lunar gravity field are very much attenuated
for the higher orbits, they are not considered.
1. The Classification of Orbits
When the mean orbital height exceeds 1000 Km the oblateness
effect no longer dominates the Earth perturbation. As a result, very
large fluctuations of the inclination and eccentricity may occur. In
some cases the eccentricity will exceed a critical value and cause the
orbiter to impact the surface. Such an orbit will be considered unsta-
ble . Conversely the stable orbit will survive indefinitely.
Figures 6.4 to 6.8 represent curves of constant energy and
polar angular momentum H. Actually through the introduction of • I ,E
the inclination of the apparent earth orbit into the equations of motion
causes small fluctuations in H. However, in this simplified example,
I is taken as zero. Then the Hamiltonian is independent of h and
E
thus H is a constant of the motion.
Figure 6.4 describes the situation that occurs for both high
and low orbits of low inclination. In this (arbitrary) case all orbits
circulate in g and most orbits are stable, i.e., the satellite remains
in orbit indefinitely. Figure 6.6 describes the situation occurring for
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very low (a < 500 Km) orbiter of high inclination. Here the motion
of g is retrograde and again most of the orbits are stable. In both
of the above mentioned cases no equilibrium points occur.
Figures 6.6 to 6.8 describe the more interesting behavior that
occurs for the higher orbits of high inclination. The situation that
occurs in moderately high orbits (a ~ 3000 Km) of moderate inclination
(i ~ 40° to 60°) is described in Fig. 6.6. A stationary solution does
exist for g = 90° only. For the very high orbits of high inclination
i > 60° the equilibrium points exist but lie below the critical G .
c
In this case, described by Fig. 6.7, all orbits are unstable. For high
inclination orbits of moderate height the situation described in Fig.
6.8 exists. Here the equilibrium exists for g = 0° only.
In these arbitrary examples J is not included and the phase
plane curves are symmetrical about the g = 0° position. Vagners has
shown that the consideration of J introduces assymmetry into the curves,
O
Figures 6.9 to 6.16 gives the resulting orbital behavior concern-
ing libration or circulation for the stable orbits as a function of the
initial orbital elements. This information was obtained by numerically
integrating the long period equations of motion. Seperate graphs are
presented for the zero and 90 degree initial perilune position.
2. Orbit Stability
Given the initial orbit of a lunar satellite, the question
arises as to whether it will remain in lunar orbit indefinitely or im-
pact the surface after a period of time. Figures 6.17 to 6.23 indicate
the stability of a lunar orbiter as a function of the initial orbital
parameters a , e , i , and g . To avoid a complete four parameter
set of solutions only the extreme initial perilune positions g_ = 0°
and 90° are shown. "interpolation" is required for the intermediate
values, i.e., if the orbit is shown to be stable (unstable) for both
g = 0° and 90° the orbit is stable (unstable) for any intermediate
initial perilune position. If however the orbit is shown as stable
(unstable) for g =0° and unstable (stable) for g = 90° then
further analysis is necessary to determine the behavior of the orbit.
The information on stability in this section is obtained by numerically
integrating the long period equations of motion.
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The behavior for the low orbits is best described by Fig.
6.17. For a - 1.2 R most of the orbits are stable except for those
m
having an initial inclination around the critical 63° value. Most of
the polar orbits are stable. Figure 6.19 shows the behavior for a mo-
derately high orbiter, i.e.. a = 1.7 R . Here the perturbing forceM
due to the lunar oblateness and the Earth effect are nearly equal.
Most of the polar orbits are stable for to =0°. However, a few or-
bits survive for w = 90°. Again most of the orbits of initially low
inclination survive. Figure 6-23 indicates the stability for very high
orbiters, i.e., a = 3.0 R . All of the polar orbits are unstable.
However, most of the orbits of low inclination survive.
3. The Initially Near Circular Orbit
a. Introductory Remarks
As shown in the previous section, it is possible for an
initially near circular orbit to undergo very large changes in eccen-
tricity. This occurs for high orbiters which have initially high in-
clinations. It will now be shown that it is possible to give an anal-
ytical solution valid for the initially near circular orbit. The method
is simple and involves an expansion up to the second power of (1 - G/L),
, Convergence is good over the entire domain of the solution. A time his-
tory will be given valid along the boundary contour, i.e., see Fig. 6.7.
The Delaunay variables are used although they are poorly
defined for very small eccentricity. However, as the eccentricity does
not remain small their use seems most convenient for this investigation.
Only the long period behavior will be of interest. Only the J per-
£1
turbation of the lunar gravity field and the Earth perturbation will be
included in the equations of motion. One should keep in mind that su-
perimposed on the long period behavior are the medium period effects,
i.e., twice monthly, and the short period effects, i.e., periodic with
the mean orbital period.
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b. The General Solution
The long period Hamiltonian for a moderately high lunar
orbiter can be written as
"X
(6.33)
2 2
n a
e
16
/ 9\ / 2 \ / 2\ / 2\
•-bX'y-r" 1-^^-—
For a Hamiltonian system
So (6.34)
(6.35)
A relationship between sin 2g and L, G, H must now be
determined. This is accomplished by setting
F(L,G,H,g)| = F(L,G,H,g)
'G=L
(6.36)
and solving for cos 2g
1 - 5 H
2
'
cos 2g = -
K^
H2 I3 /1 _ 3 3- - i- (l
L2 G3 \ (6.37)
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where
_4_
15
T I "*
a J2\a
2 2
n a
e
K is the ratio between the lunar oblateness effect and the terrestrial
gravity effect.
Now let
(6.38)
G
f(L)
- 3 =-
L2,
(6.39)
and expand the expression for cos 2g up to the second power of
(1 - G/L) = X
cos 2g = 1 - 5 ==• (1 + 2X + 3X + ...)
+ TT (6.40)
where
1 2 2 2Li
(6.40a)
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where
-
where
1 H2 2
B0 = X - -2 - A0
Ll
AQ + AXX + A2X
cos 2g = -. —r (6.41)
I KoL\
\ w3 (6-42)
1/2
(6.43)
- 2A A - 4 — (1 - —I <6 '4 4 )i ~ ^ Vi 2 r 2 J
= 4 - 6 l -
L Li \ Jj /
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In terms of X the equation for G becomes
= if-f x{co + Ci 1/2 (6.45)
where
c o = B o
ci = Bi - Bo (6.46)
C2 = T - Bl B
Equation (6.45) may be integrated
1
1/2 ^
0
"/ 2\1/2 1(c + c^x + ex ) + c '
X
_
/2 cl
0
X
15 n
=16Tn(t - tO)
n
X,
(6.47)
Equation (6.47) gives a time history for the evolution
of a lunar orbit on the boundary contour separating the librating and
circulating orbits. The solution is valid for any value for the semi-
major axis as long as the boundary situation occurs. A condition for
the existence of an equilibrium point (and boundary line) will be given
later.
Now assume a very high orbit, i.e., negligible J and
^K s 0. In this case the equations of motion can be integrated exactly
K = 0) of Eq. (6.47) in which,instead of using a special case (i.e.,
as an expansion is required, the resulting solution is only approximate.
The equations of motion are now
99
(6.48)
cos 2g = -
H2'
(6.49)
Eliminating g the above equations reduce to
• 3 2 2L GG = - - n a 1 5-8 e \ 2 (6.50)
Using the relationship G
is
= \ljja (1 - e2) the solution to Eq. (6.59)
N/24 K
log
,1/2
| — n8 n e - t.)0 (6.51)
where
K = 24 - 40
L2
2
n = (6.52)
2
"E = (Earth-Moon Distance)^
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A necessary condition that guarantees the existence of
the boundary contour and stationary solution will now be given. The
relationship for cos 2g is given by Eq. (6.37). cos 2g must approach
a limiting value for G —> L. At G = L Eq. (6.37) is
cos 2g = - - - (6.53)
Then the condition
0 < < 1 (6.54)
must be satisfied if the boundary contour is to exist.
These results can be summarized in the following example,
Suppose initially a = 3.0 R = 5214 K, e = 0.1, i = 90°, and
cos 2g = 1/5 what are the characteristics of the orbit. A glance at
Fig. 6.23 indicates the orbit to be unstable. The condition described
by Eq. (6.54) is satisfied. Therefore the analysis given for the bound-
ary region is applicable for this case. Equation (6.51) gives the life-
time of this orbit as about seven months—in agreement with numerical
computation.
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Chapter VII
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
A. Concluding Remarks
1. Geocentric Perturbation Analysis
The results of the first five chapters will now be summarized.
As the material in Chapter VI is unrelated, its summary will be presen-
ted later. Given 9, the coordinates of the satellite are given by
x = r(cos ft cos 6 - sin ft cos i sin 6) + a sin i sin ft (7.1)
y = r(sin ft cos 6 + cos ft cos i sin 0) - a sin i cos ft (7.2)
z = r sin i sin 0 + a cos i (7.3)
where r = 1/p and p is given by Eq. (3.11) plus the additional con-
tribution given by Eq. (4.1). a is given by Eq. (3 9) together with
the additional terms given by Eq. (4.2). The set (ft, |, r\, i, h) are
given by Eqs. (4.10), (4.11), (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14). The time t
is given by Eq. (4.15), including the short period intrack fluctuations.
The solution is completely analytical and expressed in terms of elemen-
tary functions. The inclination functions, F (i), can be developed
,gmp
literally in a trigometric series on a computer. These functions are
defined by Eq. (2.7).
The solution as it stands is not valid for near zero inclina-
tion since the variables 0 and ft lose their definition for e = 0.
The problem is easily solved for this special case by defining the inde-
pendent variable as 6* - ft + 0 which is well defined, and taking the
frame of reference as the equatorial plane. The solution was extended
in the latter part of Chapter V to include the first power of eccentric-
ity. However, its validity extends only to the short period part of the
solution.
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Table 7. \ shows the frequencies that result from the various
disturbing forces. Note that the once-per-orbit cross-track fluctuation
that result from J and each succeeding even zonal has been absorbed
into a readjustment of the orbit plane. The once-per-revolution fluctu-
ations resulting from the tesseral harmonics (Z even) and the lunar and
solar forces are different in phase and thus require a readjustment of
the nodal position as well as the inclination. These fluctuations are
included in the short period variable a. These first harmonics however
are not observable as distinct from an orbit plane adjustment.
Table 7.1
THE RADIAL, INTRACK, AND CROSS-TRACK POSITION FLUCTUATION
FREQUENCIES RESULTING FROM THE VARIOUS PERTURBING FORCES
Disturbing
Term
J2
£J2
Jl
J
Z
"*
J
*m
Lunar
Solar
Fluctuations/Orbit
Radial
Intrack
2
1,3
2,4
1 -2p (p = 0, ... jg)
£ -2p ±1 (p = 0, . .. $,)
H -2p (p = 0, ... IL)
2
2
Cross-Track
2
3
(2 £ odd
' * " ' (3 £ even
'•'-*• ••• {I 'l «en
'-'•'-a. - {i i™
i
i
From any zonal or tesseral harmonic of degree I, the highest
frequency cross-track fluctuation (zero eccentricity) is ft - 1 fluctua-
tions per orbit. The J5 + 1 frequency that Eq. (4.2) seems to indicate
does not appear. This is easily seen since for each
104
even +1 oonal i) =
 *
(i)
 ~
s
Direct substitution of this relationship into Eq. (4.2) shows the non-
appearance of this frequency. The lunar-solar terms likewise result in
only a first harmonic contribution to a.
The solution is correct as far as can be determined by the
author. The short period terms involving the general zonal harmonic,
J , are considered correct as these have been analytically checked
£
with other solutions. The long period portion of the solution is not
above question however. As these are new results, especially those
terms involving the coefficient J J , there is unfortunately no easy
^ lu
way of making a check on the solution.
2. Lunar Orbiter Analysis
A few concluding remarks are in order for Chapter VI. The
long period behavior of a low lunar orbiter in a non-resonant orbit is
determined from Eqs. (6.19) and (6.28). The case of a resonant orbit
is discussed in part 3 of section E. Here it is shown that, as a con-
sequence of Cassini's laws, long-term stable oscillations of the orbit
plane are possible for a near polar orbiter. The behavior of the higher
orbits regarding their stability or instability is discussed in part 2
of section F. An analytical solution giving the long period behavior
for a certain class of initially near circular orbits of any height is
given by Eq. (6.47), Eq. (6.51) being valid if only third body effects
are considered. The condition given by Eq. (6.54) indicates the valid-
ity of both these relationships.
B. Recommendations for Future Research
The solution, presented in Chapters III and IV, gives all the short
period and long period position fluctuations down to one meter in ampli-
tude for a near circular orbit. An extension of the theory to include
orbits of moderate eccentricity would seem profitable. Such an exten-
sion would certainly require an expansion of the disturbing function to
105
higher powers of the eccentricity. This would require the use and
expense of a large amount of machine algebra. The main problem lies
in the solution of the long period equations of motion. The moderate
eccentricity solution to the problem of tesseral resonance appears to
be analytically intractable. The solution if ever carried out can be
valid at most over short time intervals.
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APPEND IX
The constants k., 1 = 1 , ... 5, and C. , j = 1,
1
 Jmn
ing in section D of Chapters III and IV are now listed.
. 4, appear-
k. = Z sin i
4=3,5,7,...
F - F
t o =il
 9 o ^1•*> > u»
 9 >& > Uf .A ^
13
The constants k . are
k2,l =T J2J£ C°S
}=4,6,8, ...
,
2 , 2 4 2
H (even)
cos
21 - -k9 o = -Q- J2J. cos iZ, o O £ j/j
Q Q 4-4
' 2 '
Q
o L
 t L _i
'
 u
» 2 2 '
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C2, 4 = I Vi
H, (even)
Q
- F Qr
 DJ.-).
.g,<V
k = - - J J cos iK2,5 2 2 i
I (even)
3 Q. 1-2 + 3
,-1
1 cos i S
2 sin i oi
3 — —k = — J J c o s iK2,6 4 2 jB
^(even)
V2,
" ',..
jB-2
2 (even)
2,8 1 V,
2(even)
cos i
^ . ^cos i d
sin i oi
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9 -2
k2,13 = 8J2 C°S 1
27 -3 . 3 175 . 2 . 235 . 4
— J2 cos il- - — sin i + -73- sin
/9 . 2 . 5\
\4 S1D X ~ 2J
9-2 . 2 /  kg = - - J,. sin i{T sin i
cos i
£=4,6,8, ...
sin i
9 -2 /I . 2 .
k4 = 4 J2 (~ Sin X
i . 4 \ y
- sin i) - 2,
/ ^=4,6 ,8 , . . .
cos i ^FiTnT ^r^'0 ' :
+D
-
 2\ L* -2 F, o &id i 2 ' *» » 2
13
k^ =
>
, -
8 J9J. 2
 *
£(odd)
sin i COS
--L Q C-
.2,2 2
Q
110
2, 9 - 2 J2Jt
2 (even)
15 . 2
SI
,—
Q
,—
2,10
(even!
21 . 2 3\ 1
a J,o,| i t
Q Q
C -4 9 -4 +
k0 _ = -J0J IT - T sln2 i) -1 . rr IF2,11 2 &\4 4 / sin i di
2 (even)
2,12
2 (even)
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15 . 2
5,3
-
 F
,,0,tl Q,,t!,-2 + \,o,'-2. V-*U " \,c '-* *-
.
 0
Q
5,4
21 . 2
"~
& > Q ) " 2 &> ""o"") +2 ^ > 0, g ^» '"g" > +2 ^, 0, "'•• $,, ""2")
-t- F 0
/7 -1 « -1
/? n " a % -9
X> t u> " 2 * ' 2 '
~ sin i F
- Q f 0 - f - -,.2 f Q - - .2i 2 *' Tjj »u *> u» 2 *» 2 i •*»«> 2 *' 2
, n . 2 o
 ? -2
' ' o ' ^ 2 ' 2 * 2 *
cos i
Sin i
21 . 2
i i
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5,5 * N-1-1'] * L?(odd) V Q 4-3' 2 ' + F 0, o 4±1 « 4±I2 2 '
5,6
^(odd)
jB»U, 22 ' JJ 22 * " 2 ^
5,7 - 2
3 15 . 2 .
- - -g- sin i| IF
21 . 2 .
— sin i IF
„ „
»
 U) O * f "I
5,8 C°S Tl'
21 _
""' 2
112
+ - sin i|Q
2 '
,ti + Q,
'' 2 *"~'
, ,
2 ' 0>t
 '
O
' '
5,10
+ F 0 - F 0
2 '
5,11
z (oddr
-(— sin i2 . 3
cos i /15 . 2 .
TiTi T s in x
'• 2 *'"' 2
Q
,0, — — ,
Q
^
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, ,
2 1 . .
— sin i cos i
o
-o,^"F^o/-±3
5,12
63 . 2 .
- an. i -13
12
,
-7
,
JHodd)
I Ul
j t "I
 0 * >
 U)
2 2 /
 0\3/2 £ nq sin i SiImn ^ nq
n
 f1 - e ' mnq
>
A 1 j
 R fi T ">
2 2 / \^3/2 _^_ nq sin i di Imn^ ' M^
• d-tf mnq
C = / C3mn £^ 3kmn
K — J.
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c = / c4mn ^—< 4kmnk=l
The constants C represent the coupling terms generated by
oicnin
the interaction between the J and solar effects. They will be de-
£
fined later in this section. Likewise the constants C. represent4kmn
the coupling between J and the lunar effects, k represents the
Zt £i
terms involving J«>J,, (& = 4 ,6 ,8 , . . . ) . These constants are now listed,
21
 ss _
C3,l,mn = T — 2- Vomn'1'V C°S
n
/ 321 hff rM - „ ,.
 T ,
C4,l,mn = T -T- J2ROmn(1'V C°S X
3
n l^-f.,'
 o
: = — J^R (i, I )(cos i - m/2)3,2, r a n 8 2 2 O m n ' s
, o = -T O^ •
 u i - m/2)4,2,mn 8 2 2 Omn M
2 i l s - 8
C3,3,mn = 16 ~~~2~ J2 3 RQmn " 2Rlmn C°S
_ 2JL MM - 8
C4,3,mn "16 2 J2 3 R0mn 2Rlmn C°S
3 s s -
o A =1 % Jo<11Rrt + 5R, > cos3,4,ran 8 2 2 Omn Iran
n
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"4, 4, ran
3
8 2 2
5R )
Omn Imn
3,5,mn
/ 3
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